Dismantle and Inventory Control Technician
Maple Ridge, BC
Full-time, Part-time, Permanent, Apprenticeship
Salary: $18.00 to $22.00 /hour

About Brikers:
We specialize in rebuilding and repairing damaged heavy equipment cabs and dismantling
heavy equipment for remand and rebuild parts programs. As a growing company, we are always
looking for skilled, dedicated, and experienced people in heavy equipment, parts, and
automotive trades. We are an ITA recognized apprentice sponsor and offer competitive salaries,
mentorship, training, and development opportunities as well as opportunity to learn and excel
within the company for dedicated employees. We value our people, encourage continuous
improvement, and recognize and reward those for exceptional performance.
Job Description:
Your primary role will be to assist the dismantle crew by removing and palletising dismantled
equipment parts from the dismantle bay. You will be responsible for cleaning the parts with a
pressure washer, putting a part number on it, putting the items on the appropriate pallets or
support equipment, and putting the items into inventory. You must give the highest regard to
proper labeling and proper location (what we call, bin location) in order to be successful in this
position. You will be required to be organized and be able to be given many / multiple tasks to
perform in an efficient and timely manor. You should be able to work independently which
means that you are able to keep yourself busy while you are waiting for your next tasks or able
to prioritize a list given to you. Another duty of yours will be facility cleanliness. You will support
the different department’s onsite with rubbish and recycling removal as well as any minor tasks
those departments may need help with. One of our company mottos is to be able to provide
quick customer service so from time to time you may be required to perform pickups and
deliveries with the company vehicles. This requires the abilities to secure loads to the vehicle
that reflects safety integrities and also drive the vehicles in a manner that reflects courteousness
and safety. This position is all weather which means that you could be in the elements (sun,
wind, rain, snow) at any time. We do provide some wet weather gear however for best comfort
and fit, you should be prepared with your own gear for warmth, and dryness.

Role and Responsibilities:










Removing parts from the dismantle bays (palletise and banding)
Clean parts by pressure washing (wet work)
Labeling, itemizing and bin locating items (computer skills)
Boxing equipment to be stowed for inventory (minor construction)
Keeping dismantle pad clean and organized (organizational)
Yard maintenance and cleanliness (organizational)
Site garbage and recycling removal (organizational)
Part drop off and pick ups (minor)
General support (team player)

Qualifications and Education Requirements













English verbal and written skills
Ability to work independently in a fast paced environment
High school diploma requested but not required
High level of organizational skills
Ability to operate material handling equipment respectfully and competently
Ability to lift heavy objects repetitively and smartly with tools available
Valid class 5 drivers license (abstract will be requested)
Fork Lift certification would be an asset
Steel toed work boots
Comfortable high dexterity work gloves (we supply generic when needed)
Hard hat that fits comfortably (we supply generic when needed)
All weather gear (sun, wind, rain and snow)

Compensation:



$18/hr ++ depending and skills
Comprehensive medical and dental plan

We also support skills betterment which means you can move up the company ladder as
positions become available based on skills and knowledge you gain or strive for.

